**Why infrared heating?**

- **System of ISO 9001:2008.** We give 5 years warranty to all of our products.
- **The manufacturer company** is certified by TÜV Nord GmbH according to the high quality management system.

**Properties of infrared heaters:**

- **Surface.** Over 95% of its surface. Its even distribution ensures uniform heat dissipation from the whole upper surface.
- **Radiant power.** The infrared heating element is integrated in the inner part of the heater and is distributed over 24% of the total surface.

**Facts about Infrared energy and the human health:**

- **Radiator is an antidote for negative magnetic radiation**
- **Global fitness is strengthened**
- **Body secretion of toxic substances is stimulated**
- **Body absorbs up to 93% of the infrared radiation**

**What does convection mean?**

- **Heat spreads inside the house.**
- **Heat spreads from the floor.**
- **Heat spreads from the furniture.**
- **Heat spreads from the window.**

**What is a ceramic memory core?**

- **Immediate but continues to generate heat.**
- **It is newly developed efficient storage core with moulded, quality glow.**

**What is radiant heat?**

- **Ariem heating uses radiant heat in addition to a partial air heating.**
- **This means heating the cold air and its subsequent spreading into the space.**

**Benefits**

- **Easy to install.**
- **No moving parts.**

**Economical benefits:**

- **0 emissions, only natural materials used.**
- **No gas, no water, no leaks, no moving parts.**

**Environmentally friendly**

- **Clean and cheap heating.**
- **In combination with green electricity it becomes a clean and cheap heating source.**

**Welfare**

- **High level of safety, no explosion danger, no leakages.**
- **Almost no dispersion of dust because of little circulation of air.**

**Installation of a thermostat**

- **ZoneBox is a central control unit.**
- **Control your home from anywhere via software of your smartphone.**

**Front Cover of panels:**

- **Mirror**
- **Glass / black or white/**
- **Aluminum cover / black or white/**
- **UV Printed Picture - optionally from a gallery**

*according to RAL – available only after a minimum quantity of 20 pieces

**Sarisenergy mirror** has a flat screen surface. The frameless design creates a posh finish. The German infrared heater AGC Europe tempered glass is used in showrooms, sports centres etc. Carefully produced by experts for bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, offices, etc. Heat panels which are mounted on walls or ceilings. For a high level of safety, a high level of comfort and a high level of economy.

**Voltage:**

- **230V, 50Hz**

**IP44**

**Surface temperature:**

- **95°C**

**Rear of the heater:**

- **Aluminium sheet**
ELECTRICAL RADIATOR AS 2000
frameless glass
Ariem is an innovative electric heating system, designed with a ceramic memory core for convection and radiant heat. It is a main heating system and it can also be used as additional heating. It is a stylish and contemporary solution for your beautiful home.

Field of application:
flats, houses, offices, shops etc.

Surface:
AGC Europe tempered glass

Heater:
memory core Swedish ceramic heater

Rear of the heater:
aluminium sheet

Surface temperature:
95°C

Protection class:
IP20

Voltage:
230V, 50Hz

INFRARED HEATER SGL 300
frameless glass
Sarisenergy glass heater with LED is especially designed for indoors. The size of the panel perfectly allows you to use it as a ceiling tile. Design your own ceiling by matching several pieces of our panels. The lights installed in the heating panel add a deep and cozy vision in your home.

Field of application:
flats, offices, shops etc.

Surface:
AGC Europe tempered glass

Heater:
German infrared heater

Rear of the heater:
aluminium sheet with mounting structure

Surface temperature:
95°C

Protection class:
IP44

Voltage:
230V, 50Hz

INFRARED HEATER SGL 500
frameless glass
Sarisenergy picture glass is available in a variety of visual motifs with options including your own photograph, company logo, etc. In its outstanding and modern design, the glass is also appropriate for a ceiling tile. You can have it with or without a frame, in black and white as standard, or you can choose any colour finish or your own motive.

Field of application:
trade centres, fashion centres, restaurants, hair dressers etc.

Surface:
AGC Europe tempered glass

Heater:
German infrared heater

Rear of the heater:
aluminium sheet

Surface temperature:
95°C

Protection class:
IP44

Voltage:
230V, 50Hz

All of the components are made from the highest quality materials of European manufacturers. The company constantly works on improving the heating elements and the efficiency of the panels.